“Racing cars are very messy vehicles,” Adrian Newey, the sport’s premier boffin, says. “If it weren’t for the regulations, you certainly wouldn’t
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design them the way they are.”

he most accomplished man in
the world’s most glamorous sport
stands at a drafting table all day. Using
a No. 2B pencil and a right-angle ruler,
he produces as many as three hundred
drawings a week. The energy-drink company employing him dedicates another
ﬁve staﬀers to scanning and converting
his images into digital form, for analysis and manipulation on a ComputerAided Design (CAD) system. His name
is Adrian Newey, and he is often said
to perceive solid objects not by their
outlines but by the ﬂow of air currents
around them. The drawings reﬂect this
aerodynamic perversion: dense concentrations of swooping lines that ﬂatter a
rear suspension, say, and suggest something more on the order of a space shuttle. In a sense, he sketches speed itself.
Newey’s sport is Formula One racing,
the caviar to NASCAR’s Cheetos. He is
the chief technical oﬃcer for Red Bull
Racing, Formula One’s premier outﬁt,
and spends most weekdays at a factory in
the planned city of Milton Keynes, an
hour northwest of London. “It’s a bit
NASA,” my tour guide, Anthony Ward,
said when I was granted the rare privilege
of admission, last fall. We passed stereolithography machines and giant autoclaves operated by men in white lab coats,
and a supercomputer with processing
power equivalent to a hundred thousand
iPads, according to Ward, who recited
that last detail with a mixture of pride
and chagrin. “We would be bigger if we
could,” he said, and began explaining the
complex rules governing the ratio of resources that teams may allocate to their
computational-ﬂuid-dynamics departments and their wind tunnels, if they
choose to have them. Red Bull’s wind
tunnel, in nearby Bedford, was originally
built by England’s Ministry of Defense,
to test the Concorde. The rules and regulations extend for hundreds of pages, for
reasons having to do with safety, politics,
and whim; they amount to the “formula”

that gives this billion-dollar pinewood
derby its name.
Red Bull’s drivers, Sebastian Vettel
and Mark Webber, live in Switzerland
and Buckinghamshire, respectively, and
turn up in Milton Keynes only occasionally, to use the video-arcade-like
simulator that mimics the track conditions of the various circuits, from the
winding roads of Monte Carlo and the
long straights of Monza to the steep
hills of Spa-Francorchamps. “When
Adrian arrived, he said that two things
we should do are build a simulator and
also introduce a gearbox dyno,” Ward
continued, referring to a dynamometer
that tests the performance of transmissions under volatile, high-speed conditions. Using buttons on the steering
wheel, drivers may shift as many as
thirty-ﬁve hundred times per race.
Some ﬁve hundred and ﬁfty people
work at the factory, which comprises
three steel-and-glass buildings, two of
them linked underground. No tires are
produced there; Pirelli supplies those. The
engines, made by Renault, are shipped
from France. The brake calipers are by
Brembo, in Italy. There is a gym deep in
the basement of one of the buildings, ostensibly for the pit crew to keep in shape,
though I didn’t see anybody working out.
The Milton Keynes operation is principally about engineering and carbon composites: the chassis, or monocoque, and
the odd-looking bracketing structures,
called “wings,” that are aﬃxed on either
end to improve the “global ﬂow ﬁeld
around the car,” as Newey says. The wings
are tweaked throughout the season, in
what’s known as “bespoke customization”
for each race. Everything is measured to
within less than ten microns—one-ﬁfth
the diameter of a human hair—of Newey’s speciﬁcations, in the hope of shaving tenths of a second oﬀ lap times, the
diﬀerence between a world champion and
a two-hundred-mile-an-hour billboard.
Newey’s own oﬃce is comparatively
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“Two steaks, cruelly raised and brutally slaughtered. Enjoy!”

•
spare and low tech. Its distinctive feature is the drafting table—like one in an
architect’s studio—alongside a ﬁling
cabinet of blueprints that have inspired
the fastest vehicles on wheels. “I’m
probably the last dinosaur in the industry that still uses a drawing board,” he
said, and nearly winced, calling himself
a “creature of habit.” Newey is ﬁfty-four,
just old enough (and talented enough)
to have shrugged oﬀ the migration to
CAD, in the nineteen-nineties, without
seeming like a vain anachronism, and
self-aware enough to know that this
quirk has helped to elevate him in the
popular conception above the rank of
mere boﬃn. The pencil lends him a
mystique. Rumors persist that he sometimes gets lost while driving home, deep
in thought. Not long ago, a manufacturing trade magazine ranked him as the
second-greatest corporate designer of
our time, after Jonathan Ive, the creator
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of the iPod and the iPad, and ahead
of Sir James Dyson (the inventor of the
bagless vacuum cleaner), Steve Jobs,
the electric-car pioneer Elon Musk,
and Nintendo’s Shigeru Miyamoto. A
Twitter account devoted to legends
about his supernatural powers of invention (“Adrian Newey designed MacGyver’s Swiss Army Knife”) has more
than six thousand followers. He has
been called “the second-most-famous
son” of his home town, Stratford-UponAvon, and the Michelangelo of motor
racing. He is long-limbed, ever so
slightly stooped, and aerodynamically
bald on top, with short gray hair on the
sides framing a large set of ears that interrupt his global ﬂow ﬁeld.
“Racing cars are very messy vehicles,”
Newey said, as if apologizing for unseen
imperfections. (“He’s got to dumb himself down to talk to us guys,” Mark
Webber warned me. “He’s on another

planet.”) Newey continued, “If it weren’t
for the regulations, you certainly wouldn’t
design them the way they are. Having
exposed wheels makes an awful mess.
Having an open cockpit with the driver’s
head sticking out the top isn’t great.”
We sat for a while, discussing brake
ducts and double diﬀusers and kineticenergy-recovery systems, and then Newey
invited me to join him for lunch. He
unlocked a door with his ﬁngerprint,
and soon we were in the canteen with a
consultant and a designer, talking about
the upcoming United States Grand Prix,
at the brand-new Circuit of the Americas, in Austin. It was to be the ﬁrst Formula One event in the States in ﬁve
years, and marked the beginning of a
concerted westward push in the sport’s
marketing, after years of expansion to
venues like Shanghai and Singapore
and Mokpo, a small South Korean port
known for shipbuilding and prostitution.
A new street course was being planned in
Weehawken, New Jersey, which would
oﬀer spectacular views of the Manhattan
skyline, if the sport’s promoters and
Governor Chris Christie could agree on
who should pay for road resurfacing. A
new television contract with NBC was
set to take eﬀect in 2013, replacing the
more marginalized SPEED Network.
And Ron Howard was working on a
movie, scheduled for wide release next
fall, about the momentous 1976 Formula
One season, with its ﬁercely contested
rivalry between the carousing English
lothario James Hunt and the Austrian
Niki Lauda.
“Is there much talk about the Texas
race in the U.S.?” Newey asked, and
they all seemed vexed when I said that I
hadn’t heard any.
“America’s got quite a lot going on
there, with the election,” the consultant
conceded.
“For a sport outside America to
break in seems to be quite diﬃcult,”
Newey said.
The other designer puzzled over the
matter a while longer, and asked, “So is
NASCAR popular across the States, or is
it just for the crazed rednecks?”

F

ormula One, though concentrated
historically in Europe and associated
with ascots and champagne, is now perhaps the only truly global sports league—
a legitimate world series—with Grand

Prix races staged in nineteen countries
across ﬁve continents. The breadth of its
television audience is surpassed only by
the Olympics and the World Cup, with
more than half a billion viewers from
nearly two hundred countries tuning in
each season, according to the sport’s
promoters. Among the competitors in
2012 were an Indian-backed team (Sahara Force India) and a Russian-backed
team (Marussia), to go with the likes of
Ferrari, McLaren, and Mercedes, as well
as a Japanese driver (Kamui Kobayashi),
a Venezuelan (Pastor Maldonado), a
Mexican (Sergio Pérez), and two Finns.
All told, thirteen nations were represented among the twenty-ﬁve drivers.
The best of those drivers are compensated as well as A-Rod and Kobe, while
the bottom half are what’s known as
“pay drivers”—they’re expected to raise
money, through independent sponsorships, to oﬀset the privilege of wearing
ﬂame-retardant bodysuits covered in advertisements. They’re like publishing interns, or the jet-set equivalent of preteen
soccer players holding a bake sale to raise
money for their spring tournament.
The business relationships between
the racing teams and their parent companies can be dizzying to a novice. This
was made especially clear to me late
last year, as I watched the mostly thrilling Brazilian Grand Prix, in rainy São
Paulo, on television. McLaren’s Lewis
Hamilton was leading for much of the
way, until he was clipped by Force India’s Nico Hulkenberg in the ﬁfty-ﬁfth
lap (of seventy-one) and forced to withdraw because of damage to his front
suspension. Force India, like the majority of Formula One teams, has no real
expectation of winning races; its cars
help justify the existence of a Grand
Prix in New Delhi, where monkeys
still outnumber luxury automobiles. It
also has, as it happens, a “technology
sharing” partnership with McLaren,
which provided Hulkenberg and his
teammate Paul Di Resta with gearboxes and hydraulics. Yet Hulkenberg’s
aggressive move—“That’s what happens when you are racing with a less
experienced driver,” Hamilton later
fumed—cost McLaren twenty-four
points in the standings and, in eﬀect,
ten million dollars of prize money.
“One can only hope that the Force India
deal brings McLaren more than that

because otherwise the customer programme will have been operating at a
loss!” the racing journalist Joe Saward
wrote on his blog. It was almost as
though the Steinbrenners had lent a
pitcher to the Royals to help extend the
Yankees’ brand awareness in Kansas
City, only to watch that pitcher drill
Derek Jeter in the head.
Hamilton, in any event, had already
announced that he would be leaving
McLaren at the end of the season to race
for Mercedes—or, rather, to use the
teams’ more sponsor-friendly names, he
was leaving Vodafone McLaren Mercedes for Mercedes AMG Petronas.
This was big news. Hamilton, who is
twenty-eight, is often thought of as Formula One’s ﬁrst black champion, and he
was already the second-highest-paid
driver on the circuit. But, viewed another
way, you could say that he was merely expanding his commitment to Mercedes,
from an outﬁt in which the company invests ﬁfteen million dollars a year to one
in which it sinks seventy million.

O

n the morning of my trip to Milton Keynes, I stopped to visit the
headquarters of Formula One Management, overlooking London’s Hyde
Park. I was received there by the socalled F1 Supremo, Bernie Ecclestone,
a self-made character who would seem
to have been invented by Fleet Street

to sell newspapers. Great Britain’s
fourth-richest man, Ecclestone is ﬁve feet
three, with a white mop of hair and a
perpetual squint, from being nearly
blind in his right eye since birth. (A
Daily Mail writer once called him “a
tortoise in an Andy Warhol wig.”) Last
summer, a couple of months before his
eighty-second birthday, he was married
for the third time, to Fabiana Flosi, a
thirty-ﬁve-year-old Brazilian whom he
met on the track in São Paulo, and who
towers over him. (The joke goes that he
can look her in the eye when he is standing on his wallet.) His two daughters
from his previous wife Slavica, a sixfoot-two Croatian who has modelled
for Armani, are the Kardashians of
England. Tamara, the older one, recently starred in a reality show called
“Billion $$ Girl,” and Petra was married
in a Roman castle before buying what
had been billed as the United States’
most expensive house, for eighty-ﬁve
million dollars, from the Hollywood
widow Candy Spelling.
The son of a North Sea herring-andmackerel ﬁsherman, Ecclestone grew
up in a house without plumbing, quit
school at sixteen, and became a used-car
salesman in South London, earning a
reputation for “clocking” odometers, or
forcibly rewinding them, in the manner of Ferris Bueller. His ruthless street
savvy stood him in good stead when he

“I don’t mind the voices themselves, Doctor. It’s the
Jersey accents that are driving me nuts.”

got involved in racing, which had originated as a pastime for Europe’s landed
gentry. Racing teams traditionally negotiated with the various circuits individually. Ecclestone persuaded them to negotiate as a block—a sort of racing cartel.
He was also quick to see the value in
television for a sport in which the contestants were distinguished by degrees
invisible to the naked eye, and he envisioned, in the paddock behind the teams’
garages, an opportunity to cultivate an
exclusive atmosphere such as you’d ﬁnd
at Wimbledon or Henley. By consolidating power over the sport’s promotion
when no one else could be bothered, he
made himself indispensable, even as the
cash ﬂow that Formula One was generating, at ﬁrst through tobacco sponsorships and then through exclusive television rights, attracted banks and larger
ﬁnancial interests. They could buy him
out—and, indeed, a controlling interest
in the sport is now owned by a Londonbased private-equity ﬁrm—but they’d
still need a public face to run the show.
As we spoke, in a tall, dark-glass-fronted
building he’d bought nearly thirty years
ago from the Saudi arms dealer Adnan
Khashoggi, Ecclestone was facing the
threat of indictment in Germany, on
suspicion of bribery in the amount of
forty-four million dollars. (He maintains that he was extorted.) But that
wasn’t what had him concerned. “I
think Europe’s a thing of the past,” he
said, and let out a sigh. He meant this
both existentially, in the way of a rightwinger who sees the welfare state choking itself to insolvency, and
as a source of revenue
growth for a sport that is
sometimes said to thrive on
cubic dollars.
“From the day you grow
up and start looking at TV,
all the sports you watch
have an enormous number
of little breaks,” Ecclestone
continued, addressing me as a representative American. “So you can watch any
of the games—football, Lakers, whatever it is—you walk away and it’s, say,
forty-two plays to forty-eight, and you
disappear and you come back and it’s
sixty-three v. sixty-ﬁve. And that’s how
it is! It doesn’t make any diﬀerence if
you don’t concentrate. Whereas in English football or Formula One . . . I
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mean, you can go to an English football match and not see a goal, which
would never be acceptable in America,
would it?”
The equivalent of a scoreless match
in Formula One is a race in which nobody passes anyone—or, at least, in
which the driver who begins in the
pole position goes on to win, unchallenged from behind for three hundred
kilometres, or the better part of two
hours. (The starting grid is determined
by the fastest individual laps registered
during qualifying sessions the day before the race.) After going through a
“fairly dark period,” a few years ago, as
Martin Whitmarsh, the chairman of
the Formula One Teams Association,
called it, “where we weren’t producing
a good enough show,” the sport’s organizers agreed to give trailing cars an
artiﬁcial boost, like a turbo button in a
video game. The technology is called
D.R.S.—for drag-reduction system—
and it enables drivers to maneuver an
adjustable ﬂap on their rear wings,
adding about a dozen extra miles per
hour on straightaways. You can activate it only on certain stretches of each
track, when you’re within a second of
the car in front of you and hoping to
slingshot past.
D.R.S. was introduced before the
start of the 2011 season, over the objection of many purists, who felt that this
kind of pandering to an impatient audience was beneath the European motorsport. Nonetheless, roughly half of all
races that year consisted of Red Bull’s
German phenom Sebastian
Vettel essentially leading
from start to ﬁnish. In all
but one instance, the fastest
qualifying laps belonged to
Vettel or to his older teammate Webber. Red Bull’s
cars were simply too much
better, owing in large part
to Adrian Newey’s ingenious use of the cars’ exhaust as an aerodynamic aid.
If D.R.S. couldn’t suﬃciently speed
the other teams up, something would
need to be done to slow Red Bull down.
Haggling over the “outer envelope of
permissibility,” as Whitmarsh put it, is
the hidden essence of Formula One. “If
you believe your competitors are driving
a performance advantage, you’ve got to

either duplicate it or prevent them from
doing it.” And so the 2012 season began
with an amended set of rules in which
exhaust gases could no longer be fed
through the rear diﬀuser, as Newey
had been doing, to reduce pressure underneath the car’s ﬂoor. Red Bull was
forced to lower the car’s ride height, in
compensation. The ﬁrst seven races
produced seven diﬀerent winners. Parity restored.

L

ike many kids, Newey was initially
drawn by the allure of stardom behind the wheel. His father was a veterinarian and a metalworking hobbyist,
who tinkered with his Lotuses and
Mini Coopers in the back yard while his
younger son looked on. When Adrian
expressed an interest in driving, his
father proposed a deal. “He said, ‘If
you want to do it, that’s great, but you’re
going to have to show your commitment,’ ” Newey recalled. “So what he
oﬀered was that for every pound I could
earn he would double my money to buy
a go-kart.” Newey took odd jobs delivering newspapers, washing cars, and
mowing lawns, and with his father’s
subsidy was able to buy a secondhand
vehicle. “The combination of it and me
was pretty uncompetitive,” he said.
“More and more, my interest then became modifying the car to try and make
it go faster.” He learned to weld, and
made his own electronic ignition, scouring kits for spare parts. “I’m not sure it
actually made it go any faster, but it gave
me something to do,” he said.
He was an indiﬀerent student. He
attended Repton, “a rather Dickensian
public school,” as he put it, which had
been founded in 1557. “Very pretentious,” he added. “It revolved around
sport more than anything—depending
on the term, football, cricket, or hockey.”
Newey was not a jock. He wore leather
jackets and bell-bottoms, which were
roomy enough for him to tape bottles
of vodka to his shins, for use at school
functions. The most memorable of
those was an end-of-term concert in
1975, which the sixth formers had organized, bringing the prog-rock band
Greenslade to campus. Newey was then
a ﬁfth former, and having doubts about
proceeding to A-levels. Emboldened by
the vodka, and eying the mixing console
in the middle of the auditorium, he

waited until the sound engineer was on
a break and moved in. “I jumped to the
controls, set them all to max, and the
stained-glass walls that had survived
Cromwell and God knows what . . .”
With his hands, Newey pantomimed an
explosion. That was the end of his time
at Repton.
Newey wasted a year at the local
community college, during which he
mostly rode motorcycles and chased
girls, before getting serious and applying to the University of Southampton.
He studied aeronautics and astronautics, not because he had any particular
interest in ﬂight but because it struck
him as the closest thing academia had to
oﬀer a gearhead. Racecars were like
planes ﬂying into the ground rather
than above it. Instead of seeking lift,
they relied on downforce, which
eﬀectively pinned them to the road as
they navigated corners, but the same
Bernoulli physics applied. It was all a
matter of balancing downforce (good
for turning) and drag (bad for straightaways). Upon graduation, in 1980,
many of his classmates went to work for
British Aerospace or Rolls-Royce.
Newey showed up for his ﬁrst job interview on a Ducati, in riding leathers.
This was with a small Formula One
team founded by the famous Fittipaldi
brothers, Emerson and Wilson. His
would-be interviewer noticed the bike
and asked if he could take it out for a
spin. When he returned, he oﬀered
Newey the job.
The position Newey applied for was
a junior aerodynamicist, but he soon
discovered that there was no senior
aerodynamicist. “I was lucky in my
timing,” he said. Much of racecar design until that point had been mechanically determined. “The aerodynamicist
would give a rough idea of what he
wanted, and then the mechanical designer would take it, and invariably, if
things looked a little bit too diﬃcult to
package, he’d just change it and not
even report back,” Newey explained.
“And you could see it in the cars that
came out. You’d see all sorts of nasty
lumps and bumps on the car where mechanical bits had got in the way of what
the aerodynamicist wanted.” After the
late-seventies rivalry between James
Hunt and Niki Lauda, which contributed to the popularity of the sport, bud-

“It’s the only treatment option he has under his current health plan.”

•
gets were beginning to grow, and this
allowed for more research and a greater
emphasis on engineering—an opportunity for Formula One teams to demonstrate their technological superiority.
Newey spent much of the nineteeneighties working in the United States,
on the IndyCar circuit. His designs
twice produced Indianapolis 500 winners, and, while serving as a race engineer at the track on weekends, he impressed Mario Andretti, who immediately identiﬁed Newey as a budding
genius. “We were on the grid with ten
minutes left, and he came out and
changed the front springs to suit the situation,” Andretti told me, recalling the
Indy 500 of 1987. “As a result, I led
from the get-go and had the ﬁeld covered by one lap, with twenty laps to
go—until the engine broke. And you
know why the engine broke? Because I
should’ve been turning six hundred

•
more revs, and I was in a bad harmonic
range, vibrating. If I had been pushed
more, then I would have used that
shorter gear, and I probably would have
ﬁnished. So, ironically, the fact that the
car was so good was what killed my
chances.”
This tension between the abstract
pursuit of excellence and realistic limits became a recurring theme in Newey’s
work as he returned to England and
Formula One. It was the end of the
turbocharged era, which had resulted
in sloppy design, to Newey’s eyes.
The cars, relying on souped-up engine
power, were often big and clumsy.
Newey was relentless in his pursuit of
eﬃciency, sometimes squeezing drivers’
cockpits to the point of discomfort.
Viewed from above, his cars began to
look like acoustic guitars, with the chassis tapering into a needle nose. “Adrian
was forever trying to ﬁnd a way of making
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“It’s a simple stress test—I do your bloodwork, send it to
the lab, and never get back to you with the results.”

•
the needle nose smaller and smaller and
smaller,” Nigel Roebuck, the editor of
Motor Sport, recalled. “He did actually
suggest at one point arranging the pedals so that the driver’s feet, instead of
being side by side, were on top of one
another.” Roebuck added, “If you talk to
any of the mechanics, Adrian’s cars are
always very, very diﬃcult to work on,
because they’re always so tightly packaged, and everything has got to be
perfect, and sometimes they’re too
tightly packaged, so things overheat
and whatnot.”

I

n November of 1996, Newey was indicted for manslaughter. He was
held partly responsible for the death,
nearly three years earlier, of the great
Brazilian driver Ayrton Senna, at the
San Marino Grand Prix, in Imola.
Senna, a three-time world champion
while driving for McLaren, had defected to the formidable Williams Racing Team before the start of the 1994
season. Among other reasons, he’d relished the opportunity to work with
Newey, who was then Williams’s chief
designer. But he was having trouble adjusting to the car, and remained uncomfortable heading into his third, fatal race
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with the new team. A scene toward
the end of the acclaimed documentary
“Senna” shows the driver talking with
Newey and the Williams technical director, Patrick Head (who was also
charged), after one of the qualifying sessions. He complained about understeering and oversteering, an inconsistent
balance from one lap to the next. As
Senna approached the course’s treacherous Tamburello Corner, he was fending
oﬀ an aggressive pursuit from the German Michael Schumacher when he lost
control, crashing head on into a concrete barrier. He was travelling a hundred and thirty-seven miles an hour.
Fatalities were almost commonplace
in Formula One in the nineteen-sixties
and seventies, but Senna’s was the ﬁrst
to be televised live, and factions within
the Italian government called for banning the sport. The local magistrate,
compelled by Italian law to ﬁnd fault in
the case of any violent death, concluded
that the crash had resulted from a defective steering column, and not simply, as
Newey and others believed, from a
punctured rear tire caused by debris on
the track. A lengthy public trial included expert testimony analyzing the
angles of Senna’s front wheels and

changes in the car’s hydraulic pressure,
while the broader racing community
protested that such quibbling missed
the point: of course there was an element of danger, and racecar drivers, like
downhill skiers, were well aware of the
risks. Formula One team owners, fearing further liabilities under such a precedent, threatened to boycott future races
in Italy. The prosecutor, in turn, accused the sport’s executives of withholding crucial seconds of footage from the
race telecast. Ultimately, the judge ruled
in favor of acquittal. A series of appeals,
the intervention of the Italian Supreme
Court, and a retrial delayed Newey’s
ﬁnal absolution until 2005.
The incident haunted Newey—he
says that what was left of his hair fell out
after Senna’s death—and he contemplated quitting the sport. More disillusionment followed after he left Williams
for McLaren and found many of his best
design eﬀorts thwarted by the sport’s
sanctioning body, the Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile, for what he
thought were political reasons. “The
things we were coming up with Ferrari
would complain about,” he told me.
“And anything Ferrari complained
about, the F.I.A. would appear to say,
‘Yes, we’ll get them banned.’ ” For a
while, in the late nineteen-nineties and
early aughts, racing insiders joked that
the Paris-based agency’s initials stood for
Ferrari International Assistance. Newey
managed to win a world championship
with McLaren, in 1998, adding to the
several he’d won with Williams, but Ferrari, employing Michael Schumacher
as its lead driver, eventually gained the
upper hand, ending what had been a decade of dominance for Newey’s cars.
Alternately frustrated and bored,
Newey thought about switching to designing sailboats. “I have always loved
that combination of man and machine,”
he told me. The America’s Cup challenge
seemed to oﬀer a chance to work with
similar technology under diﬀerent conditions. “The principles are the same,” he
said. “Lightweight structures. Composite structures. Simulation techniques in
terms of how you operate the boat, how
you tune it to maximize its performance, which is exactly the same as we
do with the cars.” But there were no competitive British sailing syndicates, and to
learn from the best he would have had to

disrupt his family (he has four children,
two of them grown) and move to Geneva. What’s more, the America’s Cup is
held at a diﬀerent site every four years,
depending on the preferences of the previous champion. “So you’re a permanent
gypsy, which is great when you’re in your
twenties and thirties,” Newey said. “But,
from a family and home-life point of
view, it’s about the only thing more antisocial than Formula One.”
A way out of his protracted midlife
crisis arrived late in 2005, when Newey
got a phone call from Dietrich Mateschitz, a secretive Austrian businessman
who had made billions marketing an obscure caﬀeinated beverage sold in Thailand as a kind of international club drink:
Red Bull. As part of his life-style branding strategy, Mateschitz had recently
branched out into sports, particularly
those associated with speed. He’d bought
the shell of Jaguar’s Formula One team
for one pound sterling, with the promise
of investing at least two hundred million
more over the next several years. Thus
far, most of the money seemed to have
been put into style. Red Bull established
a ﬂoating “energy station” in the Monte
Carlo harbor, where the contestants in its
“Formula Una” modelling competition
could ﬂaunt their bikini bodies. As part
of a marketing partnership with the “Star
Wars” franchise, the pit crew dressed as
Storm Troopers. Plans were under way to
host an Arabian Nights party at the
Grand Prix in Abu Dhabi, with a tab
running into seven ﬁgures. Mateschitz
needed Newey in order to prevent his
team from becoming a sideshow. His
recruiting technique involved inviting
Newey to Austria for a visit and ﬂying
him upside down over the mountains in
an Alpha Jet.
“Once a team gets run by an accountant, it’s time to move,” Newey has said,
and Mateschitz was oﬀering “quite a
grownup budget,” including a salary
reported to be in excess of ten million
dollars. (“Ferrari have tried to get him,”
Nigel Roebuck, the Motor Sport editor,
told me. “They’ve oﬀered him the earth.
But he doesn’t want to live outside England.”) Not long before, Newey had revived his teen fantasies of glory behind
the wheel and begun racing his own
classic cars. In his ﬁrst year in Milton
Keynes, he wrecked a Ford GT40 and
a Jaguar E-Type and was hospitalized

overnight. “It helps to try and understand some of the pressures the drivers
go through,” he told me. (“I’m not sure
how good his spatial awareness is when
it comes to close combat,” the retired
Red Bull driver David Coulthard countered.) Newey later initiated a tradition
of doing doughnuts on the suburban
lawn of Christian Horner, the Red Bull
team boss, in celebration of the victories
they were amassing. “Do you know that
he crashed Helmut Marko’s car in his
own drive?” Horner asked me, referring
to the retired Austrian driver who consults for Red Bull. “Helmut lent us his
car. There was a little bit of snow overnight. Adrian was keen to show oﬀ his
car control and rally skills, and for some
reason decided to accelerate rapidly—to
do a ‘Starsky and Hutch’ entry—and we
understeered straight into a tree and
took the right-hand side out of the car.”

A

few years ago, the makers of the
Gran Turismo series of racing
simulators for Sony PlayStation approached Newey about designing a pure
speed-mobile with no restrictions—a
kind of Formula Zero. Newey is not interested in video games, but the abstrac-

tion of the idea appealed to him, and he
spent a happy weekend sketching something that looked a little like a dragonﬂy,
with encased wheels instead of wings, as
well as a vacuum pump that would suck
the chassis toward the pavement when
cornering. “To be perfectly honest, it
would be so fast that it wouldn’t really
be safe,” he told me. As it is, Formula
One cars exert nearly ﬁfty pounds of lateral force on the bodies of their drivers
when cornering and braking at high
speeds, which is why racecar drivers
tend to have the necks of oﬀensive linemen. “That would certainly become one
of the restrictions: at what point can a
driver still hold his head up!” Newey
said. Discounting human frailty, he estimated that the Red Bull X2010, as
they called the fantasy car, would be
about twenty seconds per lap faster than
any you’ve seen on a track.
Designing cars that go ever faster
does not, after a certain point, make for
a more enjoyable spectator sport, just as
the proliferation of agile seven-and-ahalf-footers might render basketball
claustrophobic. “Most of the regulations
are to control the fact that the car’s
going too quick,” Bernie Ecclestone

“That’s a nice little book. It didn’t waste too much of my time.”

told me. “It’s just generally the way the
cars are driven that’s entertaining—you
know, good for the public. ’Cause all of
the drivers—well, most of them—drive
on the limit, and it’s a case of the engineers making the limit more diﬃcult to
reach.” Circuit safety standards have
evolved considerably since the death of
Senna, with larger run-oﬀ areas and
more forgiving barriers, but if cars were
to become much faster, many of the
venerated old tracks that lend the sport
its lore would need to be reconﬁgured,
at a cost of millions.
Because of its direct ties to industry,
Formula One is more susceptible to
economic forces than most sports; after
the ﬁnancial crisis of 2008, BMW,
Toyota, and Honda shuttered their racing operations, and the F.I.A. overhauled the regulations more substantially than at any point in the previous
twenty-ﬁve years, with an eye toward
keeping budgets under control. Broad
rule changes appeal to Newey, because
they present an opportunity to reconceive the car more or less from scratch.
He’ll mock up a working layout at half
scale on his drafting table, while poring
over the rulebook. The 2009 austerity
regime inspired his rerouting of the exhaust system, an innovation so beneﬁcial
that the team aﬃxed decoy stickers resembling pipes to the sides of its cars to
distract spying competitors. Now, after
three years of creeping restrictions
against everything that had seemed to
improve the cars’ performance, Newey
was ﬁnding the conditions less welcome. Tens of millions of dollars were
being spent in the pursuit of each last
tenth of a second. “Eventually, everybody will converge on the same solution,” he said. “Eﬀectively, all the cars
end up the same, at which point the
only diﬀerentiator is the engine and the
driver.” Ecclestone once famously likened the sport’s drivers to light bulbs, in
the sense that they were interchangeable. In an overly restrictive environment, Newey feared the same would be
said of designers.
Newey is not optimistic about the
next regulatory overhaul, planned for
2014, which takes aim at the sport’s carbon footprint. It promises less powerful
engines, larger batteries, and a greater
emphasis on energy renewal—in eﬀect,
hybrid racecars. “It’s a political idea,”
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WHAT DiD i LOvE

What did I love about killing the chickens? Let me start
with the drive to the farm as darkness
was sinking back into the earth.
The road damp and shining like the snail’s silver
ribbon and the orchard
with its bony branches. I loved the yellow rubber
aprons and the way Janet knotted my broken strap.
And the stainless-steel altars
we bleached, Brian sharpening
the knives, testing the edge on his thumbnail. All eighty-eight Cornish
hens huddled in their crates. Wrapping my palms around
their white wings, lowering them into the tapered urn.
Some seemed unwitting as the world narrowed;
some cackled and ﬂuttered; some struggled.
I gathered each one, tucked her bright feet,
drew her head through the kill cone’s sharp collar,
her keratin beak and the rumpled red vascular comb
that once kept her cool as she pecked in her mansion of grass.
I didn’t look into those stone eyes. I didn’t ask forgiveness.
I slid the blade between the feathers
and made quick crescent cuts, severing
the arteries just under the jaw. Blood like liquor
pouring out of the bottle. When I see the nub of heart later,
it’s hard to believe such a small star could ﬂare
like that. I lifted each body, bathing it in heated water
until the scaly membrane of the shanks
sloughed oﬀ under my thumb.
And after they were tossed in the large plucking drum
I loved the newly naked birds. Sundering
the heads and feet neatly at the joints, a poor
man’s riches for golden stock. Slitting a ﬁssure
reaching into the chamber,
Newey said, with an engineer’s disdain.
Working for Red Bull—a company
that’s in the business of “selling cans, not
cars,” as the driver Sebastian Vettel put
it—has aﬀorded Newey the luxury of
indiﬀerence to the sport’s relevance to
the non-sporting world, a point of pride
for others. Newey went on, “There’s always been this notion that Formula
One should be used to develop the
breed—the breed being the road car—
and I think if you go back into, let’s say,
the sixties, then there are successful examples of that. Disc brakes, fuel injection, lightweight construction—all ﬁrst
appeared in Formula One. But the true
spinoﬀ from Formula One into road
cars now, in all reality, is somewhere between very small and zero, in terms of
technology that’s developed in Formula
One being of real beneﬁt to the road

cars, as opposed to a salesman’s dream.”
Any claims to the contrary by the manufacturers, he said, are “pure pretense.”

T

here was talk of President Obama
passing through Texas on the
weekend of the Austin Grand Prix, and
this led some Formula One insiders to
wonder if he might make an appearance
at the race. “Is Mr. President a big fan
of the old motorsport?” Will Buxton,
the SPEED (and now NBC) broadcaster, asked, while killing time in Red
Bull’s makeshift hospitality suite, on
the paddock. “He seems like a cool guy.
That would be the best thing to make
people aware that this is happening.”
Obama did not turn up, though the
idea was perhaps not as far-fetched as it
sounds. During the next several days of
walking the paddock, I spied Mexico’s

freeing the organs, the spill of intestines, blue-tinged gizzard,
the small purses of lungs, the royal hearts,
easing the ﬂoppy liver, carefully, from the green gall bladder,
its bitter bile. And the fascia unfurling
like a transparent fan. When I tug the esophagus
down through the neck, I love the suck and release
as it lets go. Then slicing oﬀ the anus with its gray pearl
of shit. Over and over, my hands explore
each cave, learning to see with my ﬁngertips. Like a traveller
in a foreign country, entering church after church.
In every one the same ﬁgures of the Madonna, Christ on the Cross,
which I’d always thought was gore
until Marie said to her it was tender,
the most tender image, every saint and political prisoner,
every jailed poet and burning monk.
But though I have all the time in the world
to think thoughts like this, I don’t.
I’m empty as I rinse each carcass,
and this is what I love most.
It’s like when the refrigerator turns oﬀ and you hear
the silence. As the sun rose higher
we shed our sweatshirts and moved the coolers into the shade,
but, other than that, no time passed.
I didn’t get hungry. I didn’t want to stop.
I was breathing from some bright reserve.
We twisted each pullet into plastic, iced and loaded them in the cars.
I loved the truth. Even in just this one thing:
looking straight at the terrible,
one-sided accord we make with the living of this world.
At the end, we scoured the tables, hosed the dried blood,
the stain blossoming through the water.
—Ellen Bass

President, Felipe Calderón, Texas’s
governor, Rick Perry, and Carlos Slim,
the world’s richest man, among lesser
dignitaries such as Ron Howard and
George Lucas. The journalist Joe Saward,
whose racing blog I’d taken to reading
regularly, assured me that one of Princess Diana’s exes was roaming about as
well. Saward then began pointing out
some of his fellow motor scribes: one
kept a jet car in his garage, another was
an uncanny juggler, and a third spoke
nine languages. Saward himself is a historian of the French Resistance. “Even
the motor-home girls have master’s degrees,” he said, referring to the hostesses
at the teams’ hospitality suites. “I always
wanted to run oﬀ and join the circus,
and in a sense I have.”
Bernie Ecclestone, whom Saward described (more or less approvingly) as

“stark-raving bonkers,” wore Texas-appropriate jeans and cowboy boots to the
track, and took a break from his daily
backgammon game one afternoon to
speak with the local media, who wondered if he was concerned about the fact
that his big event happened to fall on
the same weekend as the ﬁnale of the
NASCAR Sprint Cup series, in Miami.
“I’ll let you know on Monday,” he said,
and granted that the customs oﬃcial
who’d greeted him at the airport had
never heard of Formula One. “He

seemed quite reasonable,” Ecclestone
added.
“Away from the venue, what do you
look forward to doing in Austin?” one
reporter asked, in a deep Texas twang.
“I may go to L.A. tomorrow,” Ecclestone replied.
The ace driver Sebastian Vettel,
speaking with me before his ﬁrst practice session, attempted to parse the
diﬀerences between NASCAR and Formula One in terms that he thought I
might understand. “Maybe, you know,
baseball and tennis,” he began. “Just because you have a racquet . . .” I furrowed
my brow in confusion. “O.K.,” he said.
“Baseball, you don’t have a racquet. But
something that’s maybe similar? Doesn’t
mean it’s the same thing. You know
what I mean?” He thought for another
moment, and added, “I actually wanted
to say golf and baseball. Both times you
have a stick, right? But you can’t really
compare. Obviously, Formula One is
much more sophisticated. The cars are
high tech, whereas in NASCAR they are
low tech. But I don’t mean there are
only stupid people working there.” Vettel’s personal manager murmured something to him in German. “She says I’m
talking too much,” he said.
Vettel has curly blond hair, blue eyes,
and an impish charm. He should by
rights have been the media darling of
this spectacle. At twenty-ﬁve, he was
already the two-time reigning world
champion, and poised to become the
youngest driver ever to win three titles.
Scattered around the track were posters drawn up in the Wild West style.
“Wanted: A World Champion,” they
said, and featured mug shots of Vettel
and Ferrari’s Fernando Alonso, who
were leading in the individual driver
standings, with two races to go. Back in
the summer, Vettel had visited New
York and appeared as a guest on the
“Late Show with David Letterman,”
where he talked about the “big balls”
you need as a Formula One driver. But
the more success he had, it seemed, the
more credit went to Newey—Alonso
himself spoke of “ﬁghting against a
Newey car”—and Vettel was getting defensive. “I don’t see Adrian or myself
being more important than any other,”
he said. “I mean, when I’m on the track,
I’m alone in the car, and if I steer left the
car turns left, and I steer right the car
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turns right, so whatever I do is extremely
decisive to the whole project.”
I made a habit of following herds
of cameras wherever they went, and
thereby learned to connect faces with
some of racing’s legendary names. The
elﬁn man dressed all in plaid was Sir
Jackie Stewart, a three-time worldchampion driver in the nineteen-sixties
and seventies. (“He’s too good,” Stewart
said of Newey. “He’s a very clever man.”)
The extremely tan and perfectly coiﬀed
ﬁreplug who looked as if he’d just
climbed oﬀ a yacht in the Mediterranean was Mario Andretti. The guy with
a monocoque of a proboscis was Emerson Fittipaldi. The awesomely dressed
man holding court in front of Ferrari’s
hospitality suite? “Oh, he’s just an asshole,” Saward said. “He represents what
you might call the indolently wealthy.”
But the real paparazzi of Formula
One—the guys with the thigh-size
lenses that could zoom in on an Ecclestone daughter from two blocks away—
are not interested in people-watching.
They stalk the pit lane, where the garages are arranged in order of success,
and cluster at the front end, among the
McLarens, Ferraris, and Red Bulls,
hoping to catch an unobstructed view of
the cars as they’re reassembled each
morning. A mysterious bit of ﬁlm had
emerged from the previous race, in Abu
Dhabi. It showed Red Bull mechanics
ﬁddling with Vettel’s front wing and
nose cone, which appeared supple, as if

made of rubber instead of carbon. Was
this another bit of Newey-inspired alchemy? Or was it a violation of the rules
restricting wing ﬂexibility, as some rivals
charged? Flexing wings improve grip in
high-speed corners without increasing
drag on straightaways. Might it explain
Red Bull’s late-season surge to the front
of the paddock after an inconsistent
start? All I was able to discern while
spying on the Red Bull garage is that its
mechanics blast dance music that must
be intended to drive the fussy neighbors
from Ferrari mad. (You can “check out
what the garage are listening to today”
via the team’s Spotify playlist.) Also, to
judge from the open Red Bull cans in
view, they may be overcaﬀeinated.

T

he course itself looked magniﬁcent,
rising out of a dusty ﬁeld, southeast
of the airport, that the city council had
voted to annex less than two weeks before the race, in order to boost propertytax rolls. Those not arriving by helicopter had the option of taking a shuttle bus
from downtown or parking in cow pastures along the access road, for thirtyﬁve dollars, and using the two- or threemile walk to get acclimated to the
grinding whine of all the engine noise—
the “glorious assault on the senses,” the
oﬃcial race announcer later called it—
as the hundred-and-thirty-three-foot
ascent to the ﬁrst turn came into focus.
“Turn One,” I’d been told back in Milton Keynes, was “going to be epic.” It

was a blind hairpin to the left, and
would require drivers to downshift to
ﬁrst gear after a furious sprint up the
hill. Hermann Tilke, the Robert Trent
Jones of Formula One, was the architect, and I gathered that he’d given the
undiscerning American audience of a
hundred and ﬁfteen thousand an international sampler of sorts, borrowing an
S-curve and a horseshoe bend from Interlagos and Istanbul, respectively, and
alluding elsewhere to the swift Becketts
Corner of England’s Silverstone.
Through practice and qualifying,
the drivers’ times steadily improved as the
track was in eﬀect rubberized when the
burned residue of the tires formed a
smoother surface. Because of the circuit’s
newness, oil was still being released by the
settling asphalt, and the competitors used
words like shiny, icy, slippery, wet, and
green to describe the conditions. “Green,
yeah, dirty,” Newey said, sipping a cup of
coﬀee a few hours before the race, and
dismissing as an “occupational hazard”
the nuisance of shutterbugs who had
gathered for a shot of the wizard at rest.
Newey had been vindicated in the wingﬂexing controversy, which the F.I.A. race
director, in a press conference, attributed
to an optical illusion, and Vettel and
Webber, beneﬁtting from still further
tweaks to the front wing angles and the
ride height, had secured the ﬁrst and
third spots on the grid.
Ferrari’s Fernando Alonso, meanwhile, placed a disappointing eighth,
which he deemed “logical,” a result of inferior machinery. Even worse, this left
him on the “dirty,” or less rubberized,
side of the track. Ferrari oﬃcials then
made the cynical decision to sabotage
their other driver, Felipe Massa, to help
Alonso. With less than an hour to go before the ceremonial parade lap (in classic
American muscle cars, naturally), they
broke the seal on Massa’s gearbox.
Massa, who had actually been faster than
Alonso in qualifying, was automatically
penalized, and forced to drop back ﬁve
spots. The newly conﬁgured grid placed
Alonso in seventh, back on the clean
side—and tough luck to those drivers
from Force India, Lotus, and Williams
who in turn were shifted from clean to
dirty, as collateral damage. My Twitter
feed ﬁlled with concerns from Formula
One partisans that this might not sit
well with an American audience ob-

sessed by questions of fairness (“Yanks
like sport over tactics”), ignoring the
larger problem of widespread confusion.
Was Turn One indeed epic? There
were no collisions or spinouts, so I’d
have to vote no, although I was informed, after the cars had disappeared
from view, that Alonso had managed to
squirt past a driver or two. A veteran race
observer once described for me the conversational rhythm among spectators in
terms of ninety-second intervals, or
roughly the amount of time it takes a car
to complete a three-and-a-half-mile lap.
That is, you talk for ninety seconds, and
then pause out of necessity when the
cars whiz by again, trying in vain to hold
a thought as your teeth vibrate. I found
that this held true only for the ﬁrst few
laps, when the cars remained bunched
together, and before any drivers had
stopped for a change of tires. Soon
enough, the interruptions were more
frequent and intermittent, and it was
easier to understand the proliferation of
champagne as a desensitizing device.
I was fortunate to be watching from
Red Bull’s section of the Paddock Club,
above the pit lane, with the high rollers
who had paid ﬁve thousand dollars each
for the full experience: gnocchi, booze,
and even a d.j. from Miami, named
Erok, whom Red Bull ﬂies around the
world to perpetuate its image as the
brash upstart of the scene. Some helpful
representatives of Inﬁniti, one of Red
Bull’s subsidiary sponsors, distributed
handheld video screens that allowed you
to shuﬄe between camera views from
each of the cars, and after some experimentation I concluded that the best way
to watch the race was from the perspective of McLaren’s Lewis Hamilton, who
had been made to obscure the painted
letters “H.A.M.” on his helmet after
race oﬃcials learned that they were a
reference not to his name but to the
song by Kanye West and Jay-Z (and
meant “hard as a motherfucker”).
By the midpoint, it was shaping up
as a two-man race between Vettel and
Hamilton, with Alonso in a distant
third. (Webber’s alternator blew on the
seventeenth lap, forcing his withdrawal.)
Hamilton’s car was faster in a straight
line—by eleven kilometres per hour, the
BBC commentary said—but seemed to
lack the Red Bull’s downforce, or grip,
and he slid more in the corners. On my

•
screen, as I pretended to be Hamilton,
Vettel would appear larger and closer
each time we approached a sharp turn,
only to scurry away again as we accelerated out. The cat-and-mouse game continued for more than twenty minutes, as
Hamilton narrowed the gap to within
D.R.S.-boosting range.
Newey stood in the pit lane with several team oﬃcials, wearing noise-cancelling headphones and staring at a bank of
computer screens, in a bit of pageantry
for the television production. (“We could
probably do a better job in the back of
the garage,” he confessed. “You’re strung
out in a line. You can’t hear anything.”)
They monitored live data from the hundreds of sensors in Vettel’s chassis and
engine, advising on tire conditions, and
communicated via radio and instant
message with another group of technicians seated in a command center back in
Milton Keynes, some of whom simulated the race in real time, forecasting
when Hamilton and Alonso and the
others might make a pit stop.
The ample technical support was unable to help Vettel overcome his biggest
obstacle: the inconvenient slowness of
Narain Karthikeyan, of the struggling
Hispania Racing Team. Vettel cursed
into his microphone as he downshifted
into Turn Eleven on his forty-third lap
and found himself momentarily im-

•
peded by Karthikeyan, bringing up the
rear on his own forty-second. The brief
logjam brought Hamilton to within a
couple of car lengths, and gave him the
window he needed on the following
straight. Up went the D.R.S. ﬂap on
Hamilton’s rear wing. More cursing.
The cat had overtaken the mouse.
Vettel would have to wait another
week to secure his third title, but, in accordance with the complexities of Formula One, Red Bull still had cause for
celebration. The second-place ﬁnish in
Austin was worth enough points in the
team standings to clinch the Constructors’ Championship, the source of the big
prize money, if not of the cork-popping
glory. Few in the Paddock Club, or
among the departing crowd, for that
matter, seemed to notice all the Red Bull
personnel assembling on the track for a
team photo after Mario Andretti had
welcomed the victorious Hamilton and
the runners-up, Vettel and Alonso, to the
podium for the ceremonial Mumm
spraying. The garages were being hurriedly disassembled. On the JumboTron
above, a man in a cowboy hat sang “Margaritaville.” Newey lingered a while longer, speaking politely to the remaining
British TV cameras, and raised his ﬁst
and thumb in the air. Last week, a report
surfaced in the Italian press that Ferrari
had resumed its pursuit of his services. 
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National Communications
Starting with a visit to NYC by Sebastian Vettel in June, 2011 that resulted in wide
editorial pick-up globally, including a story in Sports Illustrated and followed by two video
shoots, we have made a major push to raise awareness of Formula One and the USGP
coming to Austin. A dynamic video featuring the Red Bull Racing car in an epic chase
through Austin has garnered more than 2.5 million views on YouTube, and the Tom
Cruise test video has more than 1 million views on YouTube. In addition, more than 30
million media impressions were generated by these videos alone. Continuing to push the
awareness, GQ and the Wall Street Journal ran stories toward the end of 2011
trumpeting the series’ return to America. Entering 2012, the push continued with several
more top-tier media placements, not to mention the massive outcome from the New
York/New Jersey activation which alone achieved more than 40 million media
impressions.
Here are Austin-focused media results in national outlets:
Playboy (1.5MM circ) - http://alturl.com/f6fgq
USA Today (1.8MM circ) - http://alturl.com/8tqfz
Wall Street Journal (2MM circ)
http://alturl.com/gz3rf
http://alturl.com/xbdkg
http://alturl.com/genao
Vice (4MM uniques/month) - http://alturl.com/kkpcc
Vanity Fair (1.3MM circ) - http://alturl.com/iwoon
Men’s Journal (750,000 circ)
Jalopnik (4MM uniques/month) – multiple stories
Toronto Globe & Mail - http://alturl.com/xv6ro
GQ - http://alturl.com/koceu
Late Show with David Letterman (7MM viewers [2 airings]) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3hr2PV40z0
Sports Illustrated (3.3MM circ) - http://alturl.com/qbhha

